Change to New Improved Oil Filters
for GenSets L16/24, L21/31 and L27/38

MAN PrimeServ has developed a new lubrication oil filter for the GenSet engine types L16/24, L21/31 and L27/38, which will eliminate the risk of incorrect installation.

Correctly installed original lubrication oil filters are essential for maximum engine protection, and for operation with the longest possible time between overhauls (TBO). Vital engine components will be damaged if filters do not perform correctly. Compared to this, the savings of using non-original filter cartridges or four separate filters in a row are insignificant.

Advantages of the new lubrication oil filter design:
- One long filter element for easy and safe installation
- Correctly specified gaskets fixed to both ends of the filter cartridge
- Incorrect installation is not possible, since a ‘nose’ is added to the safety filter
- The efficient filter area is increased by 18% for longer time between exchange

Benefits: Easy and safe installation – safe and prolonged operation

Cross section of the new lube oil filter cartridge:
1. One long filter element. 2. Gaskets mounted on filter element. 3. ‘Nose’ for safety filter.
Change to New Improved Oil Filters
for GenSets L16/24, L21/31 and L27/38

Only use original MAN Diesel lubrication oil filter cartridges!

We recommend you already now to order the new improved design with the ‘nose’ type safety filter for your next exchange of lubrication oil filters. Please note, that the exchange of the safety filter is only required for the first installation of the new lubrication oil filters.

Our Plate/Item numbers for the lubrication oil filter are:

51502-17H/13 (for L16/24 GenSets)
51502-16/13 (for L21/31 GenSets)
51502-19H/13 (for L27/38 GenSets)

Our Plate/Item numbers for the ‘nose’ safety filter are:

51502-17H/62 (for L16/24 GenSets)
51502-16/62 (for L21/31 GenSets)
51502-19H/62 (for L27/38 GenSets)

For further information concerning the new lubrication oil filter, please contact our Spare Part Sales or Technical Service department via PrimeServ-hol@mandieselturbo.com or call us at +45 54 69 31 00.